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Experience total immersion
The WF-1000XM4 Truly Wireless Noise Cancelling 
Headphones take industry-leading noise cancellation¹ 
and audio quality to the next level. With a refreshed 
ergonomic design to fit every ear, the headphones 
make listening seriously more intuitive, thanks to 
a wealth of smart features that personalises your 
experience in every situation.

¹As of April 26th 2021. According to research by Sony Corporation, measured using JEITA-
compliant guidelines in Truly Wireless style noise cancelling headphones’ market.

Noise-free listening anytime, anywhere 

Explore the WF-1000XM4’s features 

Music CallFilm
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AqRnU0D5aEU&cid=cmp-apac-35111
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AqRnU0D5aEU&cid=cmp-apac-35111
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KGilSfQ8HoY&cid=cmp-apac-35114
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mb0jAvC8j60&cid=cmp-apac-35112
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xip5SOo0Ny0&cid=cmp-apac-35113


Engineered for heightened 
listening pleasures 

Integrated Processor V1  
Delivering the industry’s highest 
level of noise cancelling while 
consuming less power, our new 
Integrated Processor V1 combines 
Noise Cancelling processor and 
Bluetooth® “System on Chip” 
technology on a single chip.

Improved dual  
noise sensor 
Feed-forward and feed-back 
microphones pick up more  
ambient sounds in the 
surroundings to provide a stable 
and high noise-cancelling 
performance without distortion.  
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New 6mm driver unit
A 20% increased magnet volume 
of the driver unit along with a high 
compliance diaphragm generate 
more effective cancellation signals 
to the low frequency range.

Automatic Wind Noise 
Reduction mode
The WF-1000XM4 detects when 
it is windy and automatically 
suppresses it.

Natural Ambient  
Sound Control
For a more natural listening 
experience, the WF-1000XM4 
captures more ambient sounds.

Getting the best fit: Select from S, M, L size 
earbuds provided in the packaging.  

Caring for earbud tips: Wipe off any dirt using 
a dry cloth. Do not use alcohol or alcohol wipes. 
Doing so may quicken deterioration.

New Noise Isolation 
Earbud Tips 
Made from unique polyurethane, 
the soft memory foam of the 
earbud tips maximises surface 
contact area, thus insulating 
sound, reducing noise, and 
improving adhesion for a stable fit. 
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New 6mm driver unit 
From low to high frequency, 
powerful and clear sound 
is made possible by the 
increased magnet volume of 
the driver unit. 

Integrated Processor V1 
Sound quality reaches  
new heights with the  
Integrated Processor V1, 
comprising a digital-to-analog 
converter and headphone 
amplifier to enable first-class 
signal-to-noise ratio and low 
distortion in portable devices.  
The processor also allows 24-bit 
audio signal processing. 

Wide sound 
reproduction  
Integrated Processor V1 and 
new 6mm drivers with high 
compliance diaphragms 
make the WF-1000XM4 
perfect for handling heavy 
beats and can reproduce a 
full range of frequencies up 
to 40kHz.
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Hi-Res Audio Wireless™ 
The WF-1000XM4 supports  
Hi-Res Audio Wireless for an 
even better listening experience. 
Listening in high resolution can 
now be done anytime, anywhere.

DSEE Extreme™  
The WF-1000XM4 lets you enjoy 
compressed sound sources such 
as digital sound streams in  
high resolution, thanks to  
DSEE Extreme™. Furthermore,  
AI technology in the  
Integrated Processor V1 
chip intelligently recognises 
instrumentation and music 
genres, before selecting the best 
algorithm that produces the 
sounds in the richest quality. 

360 Reality Audio² 
Immerse yourself in sound all 
around you, as real as if you are 
at a live concert or with an artist 
recording in a studio. Music has 
never been so immersive and  
so real.

²Sony | Headphones Connect App is needed. 
Requires subscription to a music streaming service 
– subscription fees apply. Some services may not be 
available in certain countries/regions.



Speak-to-Chat
As soon as you speak to someone, 
Speak-to-Chat automatically pauses 
the music and lets in ambient sound 
so you can conduct a conversation 
— handy if you want to keep your 
headphones on or when your hands 
are full. 

Quick Attention
Long tap on touch sensor turns 
the volume right down and lets in 
ambient sound. You can instantly 
chat with someone without taking 
your headphones off. 

Smart listening technology  

Adaptive Sound Control
Senses where you are and what you’re doing – for example, 
commuting or walking – then adjusts ambient sound 
settings for the ideal listening experience. Opt to learn to 
recognise places and tailor sound to suit frequently visited 
places, like your office or gym.

Smart Listening 
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Wearing Detection
A proximity sensor in each earbud 
can detect whether you’re  
wearing them and adapts 
playback accordingly. 

AUTO AUTO

Noise Cancelling

OFF VOICE

Ambient Sound Noise Cancelling

OFF Normal

Ambient Sound Noise Cancelling

ON OFF

Ambient Sound 

STAYING WALKING TRANSPORT



Smart operation  
 
Precise Voice Pickup Technology
The WF-1000XM4 combines 
beamforming microphones and 
bone-conduction sensors to pick 
up your voice clearly and precisely 
for hands-free calling for versatile 
usage whether you’re at home  
or outdoors.

Voice Assistant³
Manage your day, just by asking 
your assistant. Wake words  
trigger Amazon Alexa and  
Google Assistant so that you can 
enjoy entertainment, connect with 
friends, get information, listen to 
music, set reminders and more 
without touching your headphones 
or smartphone. 

³The feature to activate Google Assistant by 
saying “Hey Google” is only available for Android 
devices. Google, Google Assistant and Android 
are trademarks of Google LLC. Amazon, Alexa and 
all related logos are trademarks of Amazon.com, 
Inc. or its affiliates. The Google Assistant and Alexa 
are not available in all languages and countries/
regions. Install the Google Assistant app and set 
up with Sony | Headphones Connect app. For 
Amazon Alexa, install the Amazon Alexa app and 
set up with Sony | Headphones Connect app. 
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Fast connection
The WF-1000XM4 supports 
Google’s new Fast Pair that easily 
connects to Android devices 
while Swift Pair easily links to your 
computer (Windows10)  
via Bluetooth. 

Track your headphones
With Google’s Find My Device app, 
you can easily locate where your 
headphones are by activating its 
tone sound or checking their  
last known location on  
your smartphone. 
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Smart Listening 

Stable Bluetooth connection
The headphones are engineered 
with L/R Simultaneous Transmission 
with Bluetooth version 5.2.  
Both the headphones’ antenna 
location and algorithm are 
optimised to improve sensitivity 
and avoid interference respectively.



Sony | Headphones Connect App

Equalizer 
Customise your sound levels from a 
12-type Equalizer (including OFF) to 
suit your music. 

Ambient Sound Control 
Customise the ambient sound 
volume level (20 level adjustment 
with slider).

Earbuds Fitting Test  
Find the right fit for your ears with 
the Sony | Headphones Connect 
app. It takes you through  
a few simple measurements  
to find the ideal size of  
Noise Isolation Earbud Tips  
to ensure maximum sound  
quality and minimum  
outside noise.
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Smart Listening 

Touch Control
Get intuitive touch control at your 
fingertips by assigning gestures 
that activate the smart features 
on the left and right earbuds.



Functionality
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Water resistant⁴ 
With an IPX4 water resistance 
rating, the headphones can 
withstand water splashes so you 
can keep on moving to the music. 

⁴Protection assured against water splashing from 
any angle, excluding the sound conduit (sound 
exit tube), ventilation holes, and microphone holes 
in the unit (2 locations) of the headphones.  
The charging case is not water resistant.

Long battery life  
You won’t be separated from your 
favourite tunes for too long with 
up to 8 hours of listening⁵, an 
improvement from 6 hours with 
the WF-1000XM3.  
 
58H (earbuds) + 16H (charging case), total battery 
life is 24H when using NC and BT.

Quick charging  
Out of juice? Fret not as the  
WF-1000XM4 has a quick  
charging time of 5 minutes for 
60-minute play. 

Wireless charging 
No cables necessary, the  
WF-1000XM4 features Qi technology 
for easy wireless charging.  
The charging case is compatible 
with selected charging pads⁶ and 
smartphones such as the latest 
Xperia models with battery  
share function⁷. 

6Charging pad sold separately. The charging case is 
compatible with wireless charging pads that meet 
the Qi standard. Depending on the wireless charging 
you are using, it may not be able to charge properly. 

7Xperia 1 III availability may vary by region. It is not 
possible to power the headphones while charging 
the Xperia.



Design
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Design story

Earbuds 
The elegant shape is designed 
to fit into the ear cavity with a 
soft curve for a comfortable, 
ergonomic fit. The structural layout 
is optimised and meticulously 
designed for the perfect, stable fit 
in your ears.

The microphones involved in the 
noise cancelling are expressed 
with iconic metallic design 
to highlight their important 
function. The tactile coating 
provides a comfortable texture 
with a premium, high-grade feel.

Charging case 
The soft curves and lid edge of the 
charging case express the same 
design language as the earbuds. 
The cylindrical shape of the 
microphone, a characteristic of the 
main body, is also reflected in the 
inner side of the case lid, which is 
designed to stand out even inside 
the case. 
 
The tactile coating provides 
a comfortable texture that 
enhances the quality of the case.
The rounded shape of the case 
is designed to be easy to carry in 
and out of a pocket or bag, and it 
is also designed to be stable when 
placed for wireless charging.



Design
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Ergonomic surface design  
The WF-1000XM4 is ergonomically 
designed to fit into the ear, 
maximising sound quality  
while minimising outside noise.  
This design was finalised after 
intensive research relating to ear 
shapes since Sony’s world’s first  
in-ear headphones in 1982. 

Smaller earbuds and charging case 
The WF-1000XM4 boasts a redesigned  
internal layout and parts structure, along with an 
Integrated Processor V1 and miniaturisation of the 
battery size. Hence, the headphones see a size reduction 
by 10% and 40% in the earbuds and charging case 
respectively over the WF-1000XM3.

WF-1000X M3
WF-1000X M4



Design
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Eco-friendly
Made To Be Remade is Sony’s  
conscious effort in designing for 
sustainability. It abides by low-toxic 
design principles to support the socially 
responsible way of living. This is upheld 
by a plastic-free packaging, made of  
Sony Original Blended Material 
comprising bamboo, sugarcane and 
post-consumer recycled paper. 

Choose your colour  
The WF-1000XM4 and charging case 
come in two colours to suit your style.

Bamboo

Sugarcane

Post-
consumer 
recycled 
paper

Click to discover 
Sony’s commitment  
to sustainability.

Sony Original Blended Material

https://www.sony.com.my/electronics/eco/packaging?cid=cmp-apac-35094
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Battery Life

Wireless Charging
Driver Unit

Noise Cancellation
Ambient Sound 

 
Water Resistance

Bluetooth®
Sound Engine

Supported Codec
Supplied Accessories

NC on - Up to 24H (8H earbuds + 16H charging case)

NC off - Up to 36H (12H earbuds + 24H charging case)

Yes
6mm
Yes, Industry-Leading Noise Cancellation
Yes, Ambient Sound Control,  
Quick Attention, Speak-to-Chat 
IPX4
Version 5.2
DSEE Extreme
SBC, AAC, LDAC
Noise Isolation Earbuds Tips (S/M/L)                                     
USB Cable: Type-CTM

Specifications

Click to learn more about WF-1000XM4’s 
features and specifications. 

https://www.sony.com.my/electronics/truly-wireless/wf-1000xm4?cid=cmp-apac-35110

